AnTeK
A Business Partner You Can Entrust

High Quality Cleanroom
and Occupational Safety & Health
Products

A Business Partner You Can Entrust

Antek is a dedicated provider of high quality cleanroom and occupational
safety & health products. Our product offerings are applicable cross
multitude markets; including electronics, bio-medical, life science,
pharmaceutical, aerospace, food & beverage, petrol chemical, oil and
gas, and marine industries.

Critical Solutions for Controlled Cleanroom Environment
We supply a wide selection of products that meets your stringent
needs for an effective micro-contamination control in your working
environment. Our comprehensive product range from cleanroom
apparel (jumpsuits, smocks, booties), face masks, a variety of gloves,
head covers, shoe covers, sticky mats, sticky rollers and critical lint
free wipes. We deliver your needs through a single source convenience,
saving you valuable time and hassle in dealing with multiple vendors.
We are committed, ready to fulfill and to exceed your requirement while
placing high emphasis on cost-competitiveness.

Occupational Safety & Health Products (PPE)
We value the importance of protecting the health and safety of
workers in all types of industries and workforce. Therefore, we serve to
preserve worker safety through leading brands which are designed and
manufactured to deliver reliable and high-quality products in enhancing
productivity while protecting and minimizing safety hazards. We offer a
wide-ranging choice of personal protective equipment (PPE) products
that meets your individual critical industrial safety needs.
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Clean Room
Products

SBPP Non-Woven
Facemask
3-ply lint free, high filtration
efficiency. With round ear loop
for additional comfort

Bouffant Cap

Mob Cap

Paper Facemask (Nurse)

21” comfortable, lightweight.
Breathable nonwoven material.
Secures and prevents fallen
hair from contaminating the
controlled environment

High quality spun bonded PP
material. With double elastic
bands. Secures and prevents
fallen hair from contaminating
the controlled environment

Available in 1 or 2 ply
Packaging :
100 pcs / box
100 boxes / ctn

Latex Gloves

Vinyl Gloves

Nitrile Gloves

Wrist Strap

100% natural latex, powder
free. Provides excellent
comfort. Cleanroom Class
1000 or 100

Vinyl material, powder free,
anti-static, ambidextrous,
smooth surface with beaded
cuff. Cleanroom Class 1000
or 100

Durable 100% nitrile and powder
free. Chemical resistance and
free from natural rubber latex.
Cleanroom Class 1000 or 100

Static control grounding wrist
strap with cord

Available in 9” or 12” length

Available in 9” or 12” length

100% polyester with conductive
filament yarns. Designed to meet the quality and
performance standards in critical cleanroom
environment. Engineered to meet customized
design and ESD requirement.

Clean Room
Jackets & Pants

Available in 9” or 12” length

Lint free cleanroom fabric with anti-static properties.
Offers excellent static control protection. Superior
workmanship.

Clean Room
Smock

100% polyester with conductive filament yarns.
Anti-static fabric available in various colours for
selection. Offers excellent static control protection.
Engineered to meet customized design and ESD
requirement

Clean Room
Hoods

For optimum protection against static control and
particle contamination. Machine washable and
durable

Fabric Color Chart
Cleanroom Footwear

Heel Grounder

CPE Shoecover

Sticky Mat

White PVC / PU shoes
Static dissipative and light
weight

Provide dissipation of static
charges for mobile personel. A
conductive rubber strap that fits
over the heel and comes with
conductive nylon strap.

Disposable protective shoe
cover. Excellent for prevention of
footwear contamination

Multi-layed contamination
control adhesive mats. Remove
and trap unwanted, dirt, dust
and debris from shoes.

Available in various sizes

Available in blue or white

CLEAN ROOM PRODUCTS

CLEAN ROOM PRODUCTS

Clean Room
Jumpsuit

Clean Room
Booties

Available in 2 sizes: 24” x 36”
and 26” x 45”

ESD static dissipative white booties. Highly durable
and reliable. Designed with lint free anti-static fabric
top

Sticky Roller
Adhesive rollers that effectively
captures dust and dirt particles
from floors, walls & ceilings
Available in size: 4”/ 6”/ 8”/ 10”
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Cleanroom Fine Point
Marker Pen
Marks on most surface,
permanent and quick drying ink.
Compliant to use in cleanroom.

Cleanroom Paper

Cleanroom Clipboard

Size: A3/ A4/ A5

ESD cleanroom compliant
clipboard. Available in size A4

Available colour: white, blue, pink,
yellow and green.
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Provides a more casual look than a traditional bump cap.
Where protection is desired but not required.
Suitable for automotive, pest control and food processing.
Adjustable sizing.

FS-16PC Face
Shield

Cap Mount Face
Shield

Available colour: Blue

Bump Cap

Elvex offers a wide choice for safe and cost effective face
shields and visors on any major brand of safety cap.
Using quicksnap slot adaptors, bracket arms and visor
brackets you can add complete above the shoulder
protection without investing in brand new hard hats.

Bump cap provides protection from minor bumps, bruises and
lacerations where hard hat protection is not required.
Designed for environment with low or obstructed head
clearance. 4 point, washable, plastic suspension with pin-lock
adjustment. With side vents that help to keep the wearer cool in
high temperature.

Provides protection against high level of impact
resistance. Molded aspherical polycarbonate.
Universal hole pattern, that fits most headgear.
Shields fit both Elvex headgear and Visor bracket
(VB-10/30) for mounting to safety caps. Face and
hearing protection can be used simultaneously on
safety caps
Dimensions: 16 X 8 X 0.07 inches

Available colour: Yellow, white and blue

V-Gard Safety Helmets
A risk analysis of the workplace and tasks are required to
ensure that the most appropriate and economic equipment is
selected. Providing the proper level of protection and optimal
comfort enables wearer to focus better on the task than on
the equipment. Thus, increasing work efficiency and further
reducing the risks of accident and injury.
Available colour: Yellow and White

Headgear Face
Shield

Safety Helmet
Face Shield
Bracket
A sturdy aluminum frame. Spring adjustable function
to fit onto helmet. Easy installation. Adjustable open
and close position

With brow guard to eliminate forehead injury.
Adjustable wheel-ratchet suspension and sweatband
for additional comfort. Tension knobs enabling visor
to flip-up
Available colour: Yellow

FACE PROTECTION PRODUCTS

HEAD PROTECTION PRODUCTS
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Base Ball Bump Cap
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GG-30-AF Visionaire

Impact resistant molded lens with
SuperCoat™ anti-fog coating. 2.0
mm thick polycarbonate lens with
a base 3.5 curvature. Complies
with ANSI Z87.1 requirements.
Tested and certified to CE EN-166

SG-10C Ranger

Base six polycarbonate lens with
SuperCoat™ anti-fog coating.
Impact resistant, molded and
2.2 mm thick lens. Visionaire
complies with ANSI Z87.1
requirements, as well as CE
EN-166.

Made from impact resistant
polycarbonate. Ranger fits well
over many prescription glasses.
Cost effective to be used as visitor
spectacles.

SG-12 Acer
Full coverage lens, with a floating
design. Soft rubber nose bridge.
Comfortable light weight fit.
Ballistic Vo rated for impact, 4X
the ANSI requirement. Available
in clear, indoor/outdoor, grey and
flash mirror lens.

Elvex HM-2093

Elvex HM-8093

Construction is dielectric, arm
assembly with universal blade
mounts slotted safety caps

Universal blade fits most
slotted safety caps. Dielectric
construction. Integrates with a
variety of face shields. Can be
attached to non slotted safety
caps. Most fuctional system in
the market.

NRR Level: 25dB

Visor Bracket, VB-10, carrier of a
variety of face shields for use with
safety helmets with a standard
brim. Quick Slot, QS-29, creates
an accessory slot on most safety
caps and bump caps.

NRR Level: 28dB

RX-200

SG-14 Xenon

SG-18 Avion

SG-200I/O Elite

Safety reading glasses. RX-200 is
available in the following bifocal
powers: 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0.
Lightweight wrap style frame,
made from translucent gray
polycarbonate.

Ultra lightweight design. (weight
is only 0.8 oz or 22 grams). Xenon
provides excellent fitting for
smaller faces and female faces.
Fitted with soft rubber nose
bridge.

Fit a wide variety of facial sizes
and configurations. Mono-lens
construction, with wrap around
lens. All lenses provide 99% UV
protection. Ballistic Vo rated for
impact, 4X the ANSI requirement

Lightweight wrap style frame,
made from translucent gray
polycarbonate. Soft rubber nose
bridge and temple tips. Complies
with ANSI Z87.1-2010 (Z87+)

Lens available : clear & gray

Available in clear, blue, indoor/
outdoor, gray and flash mirror lens

Available in clear, amber, indoor/
outdoor and gray lens

Elvex MaxiMuff™
HB-35
Soft and pliable SuperSeal™ ear
cushions and a soft cushioned
headband. Fully dielectric
construction. Low headband force
for great comfort. Multi-position
use with Support Strap (SS-25).
Self-aligning suspension, and easy
adjustment.

RUNO 92053 Clear

RUNO SG-90A

RUNO SG-90B

RUNO 9844BC

Stylish wrap around frameless
design. With orange rubber tip
and soft nose bridge. Close fitting
for optimum eye protection.

Lightweight with direct
ventilation. Soft flexible frame for
protection against impact. With
polycarbonate lens and adjustable
elastic strap for comfort.

Lightweight with indirect
ventilation. Soft flexible frame.
Clear anti-fog polycarbonate
lens. Adjustable elastic strap.
Protection against dust, impact
and chemical splash.

Black frame with clear
polycarbonate lens, side shield
for enhanced protection and
adjustable temple.

RUNO 91649BG Gray

RUNO 91649CC Clear

RUNO 91649C-I/O-AF

RX-200 Ruler

Stylish wrap around design. Frameless
design. Translucent temple with
orange rubber tip. Close fitting for
excellent eye protection.

Stylish wrap around frameless
design. Translucent temple with
orange rubber tip. Close fitting for
excellent eye protection.

Stylish wrap around frameless
design. Translucent temple with
orange rubber tip. Close fitting for
excellent eye protection.

Improved generation of bifocal
safety glasses. A combination
of bifocal lenses with the desire
for stylish, lightweight and
comfortable glasses. RX-200 uses
two base six lenses.

Also available in gray anti-fog lens
(91649BG-AF)

Elvex Value Muff HB - 25
Soft and pliable SuperSeal™
ear cushions. Fully dielectric
construction. Low headband force
and light-weight, 6.8 oz. SuperSeal™
ear cushions provide outstanding seal
and comfort. Ease of adjustments
with flexible slide clips.
NRR Level: 25 dB

Elvex HB-550 (Foldable)

Elvex Quattro™ EP-411

Elvex Quattro™ EP-412

Superb full spectrum and
low frequency. Extra wide ear
cushions for highest comfort. Soft
padded headband with low force.
Solid constructed steel headband
that can withstand extreme
temperature

Reusable and detectable corded
quattro ear plugs. Packed in
individual poly bag. 100 pairs per
box. 4 boxes per carton. Reusable
and detectable ear plugs.

Corded quattro ear plugs. With
plastic case and chain. Packed in
individual poly bag. 50 pairs per
box. 4 boxes per carton.

NRR Level: 25 dB

NRR Level: 25 dB

Jackson Safety Dispenser

3M 340-4004

Wall-mountable or desktop-ready.
Flip-open design for easy refilling.
Clear globe shows when you need
to refill. Two-direction dispensing.
Designed for H10 Uncorded
Earplugs (Bulk) Code25708.
Mounting instructions and
hardware included.

Patented premolded, tripleflange design inserts easily. No
rolling or sizing required to
get a comfortable, protective
fit. Hypoallergenic polymer is
washable and reusable. Comes
with carrying case to store plugs
clean and for re-use

NRR Level: 29 dB

NRR Level: 28 dB

Jackson Safety H10
Disposable Corded
Earplugs
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Elvex Cap Mount
Integrated System

Jackson Safety H10
Disposable Earplugs

Soft roll-down foam. Smooth
bullet shaped for easy insertion.
Ultra-smooth exterior for comfort.
Individually packed. 100 pairs/
box, 8 boxes/case.

Uncorded. Soft roll-down
foam. Smooth bullet shaped for
easy insertion. Ultra-smooth
exterior for comfort. Individually
packaged. 200 pairs/box, 8 boxes/
case.

NRR Level: 31dB

NRR Level: 31dB

HEARING PROTECTION PRODUCTS

EYE PROTECTION PRODUCTS

GG-25 Legionnaire

NRR Level: 25 dB
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Easy to Don/Doff.
Adjust with a pressure free fit.
Packing : 20pcs/box.
Model : 395 1351 (XS)
3951352 (S/M)

X-PLORE 1750
N95
Flat folded, saving space and easier
to carry.
Packing : 20 pcs/box
Model : 3951320

X-PLORE
3500 Half Face
NIOS and EN approved. Compact,
low profile design. “Drop down” strap
system. DragerFlex material for higher
degree of wearer comfort.
Model : R55351 (S),
R55350 (M), R55352 (L)

X-PLORE 1350
N95V
Easy to Don/Doff. Adjust with a
pressure free fit. Features with
CoolMAX exhalation valve.
Packing: 10 pcs/box
Model : 3951355

X-PLORE 1750
N95V
Flat folded, saving space and easier to
carry. Features with CoolMAX
exhalation valve.
Packing: 15pcs/box
Model : 3951321

X-PLORE 5500
Full Face
NIOSH and EN approved.
Universal size, safe and easy bayonet
connection. Compact, low profile
design.

X-PLORE 1350
N95V-Odor
Easy to Don/Doff. Adjust with a
pressure free fit. Protection against
nuisance level organic vapour.
Packing: 10 pcs/box
Model : 3951358

Cotton Knitted Gloves

White Cotton Gloves

Available in 500gsm, 650gsm,
750gsm & 900gsm

100% cotton work glove. With
stretchable knitted fabric. Offer
superior flexibility and excellent
dexterity. Light weight material
for ease of use.

Goat Skin Leather Argon
Glove

Showa 540D HPPE Palm
Fit

Soft goat skin full grain leather
argon glove.

High performance polyethylene
(HPPE)and coated palm. A
flexible, light weight glove
providing effective protection
against cuts and tough resistant to
abrasion. Protects the hand from
oil and abrasion while maintaining
its elasticity and breathability.
Comes with elasticated cuff.

Available Color : Grey

X-PLORE
3300 Half Face
NIOSH and EN approved.
Compact, low profile design.
“Drop down” strap system.
Model : R55331 (S),
R55330 (M), R55332 (L)

X-PLORE 6300

Double layered face seal with 5 point
head harness. Large visor. Rd40
threaded filters.

Showa 370 Black
Assembly Grip

Showa B0500 White
Palm Fit

Showa GP-KV1 Aramid
Grip

Showa 160 Oil Resistant
Unlined

Nitrile coated palm. A light,
elastic low-lint glove, resistant
to deformation which keeps
its shape longer. Protects hand
from oil, hydrocarbon, grease
and abrasion, with effective long
lasting grip. Breathable material
to reduce perspiration with
minimal allergy risks.

PU coated palm with elasticated
cuff. A light, elastic low-lint glove,
resistant to deformation which
keeps its shape longer. Protects
the hand from oil and abrasion
while remaining elastic and
breathable.

Aramid knit with natural latex
coating. Seamless knitted
100% liner made of Kevlar® for
impressive cut resistance. A
flexible easy-maintenance glove
providing excellent abrasion and
tear resistance. Protects the hand
in damp environment or against
aggressive detergent or alcohol.

Fully coated. A thin, light glove
with a “second skin” feel. Seals and
protects the hand against chemical
while remaining flexible. Special
hydrocarbon treatment. Nonpowdered, “slip-on” treatment.
Impermeable for working in damp
or greasy environment. Surface
enables a secure grip on slippery
objects.

Jackson Safety G80 Nitrile
Chemical Resistant
Gloves

771 Showa Nitrile

Rubberex RNF18

Rubberex NEO400

Flocklined interior for comfort.
Length : 330mm, thickness
0.45mm. Popular solvent
resistance glove. Premium grade
acrylonitrile butadiene rubber.
Resistant to solvent, oil and fats.
Food safe CE & FDA compliance

Heavy duty flock lined neoprene
gloves. Chloroprene rubber
compound. Excellent puncture
and tear resistance. Strong
resistance to most solvents, mild
acids, oil and fats. Premium
grade soft cotton interior lining
for wearers comfort. Food safe CE & FDA compliance.

Nitrile formulation offering
excellent chemical resistance and
durability. Contains no natual
rubber latex. Flock lined for extra
comfort and easy donning. High
abrasion resistance.

HAND PROTECTION PRODUCTS

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION
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X-PLORE 1350
N95

Fully coated with an extra coating
over entire hand. Rough finish
over entire surface. Impermeable
for working in damp or greasy
environments. Protects the hand
from oil, hydrocarbons, grease and
abrasion, with effective long lasting
grip. Anti bacterial (interior).
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Showa B0700 Clean
White

Extended sewn sleeve with
elasticated border. Rough finish
over entire surface for secured
gripping of objects. Offers great
dexterity and strong resistance to
tearing. Extended protection for
the entire arm

Seals and protects the hand
against chemical while remaining
flexible. Impermeable for
working in damp or greasy
environment. Surface enables a
secure grip on slippery objects.
Non-powdered, “slip-on”
treatment.

Tempshield Cryo Glove

Crusader Flex

HDPE Gloves

Vinyl Gloves

Hand and arm protection for
ultra cold environment. Superior
thermal protection. Water
resistant. comfortable, lightweight,
excellent dexterity. Breathable,
stay-dry lining. Protection from
splashes of cryogenic liquids

Non-woven felt insulation and a
full-length heat barrier designed
for intermittent handling of
objects up to 400ºF. Two-piece
construction eliminates outseams
for better finger comfort, dexterity
and flexibility. Provides heat
insulation for hand protection.

9” disposable high density
polyethylene (HDPE) gloves.
Packing 100 pcs/box, 100 boxes/
ctn

9” disposable vinyl gloves.
Powder free or pre powdered.
Sizes available S, M & L.
Packing 100pcs/box, 10boxes/
ctn

Latex Gloves

Kevlar Sleeves

DS45 HPPE Sleeve

Back Support Belt

9” disposable latex gloves.
Powder free or pre powdered.

Lightweight provide dexterity,
comfort and durability. Kevlar
sleeve’s light and breathable quality
does not restrict movement in any
way. Offers protection against cuts,
abrasions and bruising.

Knit with uncoated high
performance polyethylene
(HPPE). Elasticated cuff, standard
finish. Without special treatment,
minimal allergy risks. Extended
protection for the entire arm.

Velcro adjustable waist with
adjustable shoulder straps

Available in lenght 15” and 18”

Sizes available S, M & L.
Packing 100pcs/box, 10boxes/ctn
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Ansell Solvex

MAPA Trionic

Temp Shield Cryogenic

High performance nitrile
compound provides an outstanding
combination of chemical resistance
and strength. Offers superior snag,
puncture and abrasion protection
over rubber or neoprene gloves.

Paired packed trionic E-194 with
tri-polymer blend. 14” length with
20 mil thickness. Gloves offer
superior performance to natural
rubber. MAPA’s unique blend
of nitrile, neoprene and natural
rubber provides extreme comfort
and durability.

Superior thermal protection.
Waterproof, comfortable,
lightweight and breathable. Keep
warmth and splash protection for
torso and legs. Adjustable straps
at neck and waist. Side release
buckles for quick on/off.

Daletec Fire Retardant
Coverall
Coverall are ISO - certified and
are guarantee for durable flame
resistance.

A40 Kleen Guard Apparel

PVC Apron

Recommended for critical
production environment such
as pharmaceutical industries,
manufacturing, utilities,
electronics, agriculture and paint
spraying.

Cotton lining suitable for
chemical handling. Available in
black, white and yellow

Vinyl Apron

Vinyl Coat Apron

Cotton Lab Coat

Disposable Lab Coat

Flexible and suitable for food or
mild chemical handling. With
nylon neck and waist ties.

Dielectrically welded seams.
No exposed elastic or metallic
material parts.

Comfortable cotton lab coats with
front button opening and 2 front
pockets.
Available in white or standard
colours and in various sizes.

Knee length polyproplene
lightweight overcoat. Offers
superior comfort, strong,
breathable and durable material.
Cost effective to be used as visitor
labcoat

Safety Strap Vest

Safety Vest

Full Body Harness

Reflective safety strap vest with
buckle and adjustable waist.

High visibility nylon mesh safety
vest with 2 horizontal and vertical
bands. Free size.

A full body harness is a
component of personal system
protecting against falls from a
height. Full body harness with
double energy absorbing land
yard.

Available colors: Fluorescent green
and grey ; Orange and grey

Available colors : Orange and red /
Fluorescent yellow

PROTECTIVE APPAREL

HAND PROTECTION PRODUCTS

Showa 772 Nitrile Long
Sleeves
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D&D 01818

Tanned grain leather
slip - on safety shoes

Low cut laced safety shoes

D&D 01828
Low cut slip - on safety shoes

Double Eyewash
Station

Kimtech Science
Kimwipes

First Aid Box A

First Aid Box B

First Aid Box C

Bright and easy to locate
eye wash station. Complete
with 2 empty eye wash
bottles 1000ml. A bracket
holds the bottle securely in
place. The bottle is easily
released when pulled out.

Consist of 2 europlast, 2
crepe bandage, 5 absorbent
gauze, 1 hypoallergenic
tape, 4 triangular bandage,
1 bandage shears, 4 safety
pin, 2 disposable glove
pair, 2 eye shield, 2 eye pad
with loop and 1 disposable
resuscitation pack

Consist of 4 europlast, 5
crepe bandage, 10 absorbent
gauze, 1 hypoallergenic
tape, 4 triangular bandage,
1 bandage shears, 4 safety
pin, 2 disposable glove
pair, 4 eye shield, 4 eye pad
with loop and 1 disposable
resuscitation pack

Consist of 4 europlast, 10
crepe bandage, 15 absorbent
gauze, 2 hypoallergenic
tape, 6 triangular bandage,
1 bandage shears, 6 safety
pin, 4 disposable glove
pair, 6 eye shield, 6 eye pad
with loop and 2 disposable
resuscitation pack

Wypall Microfiber
Cloths

Wypall L10 Roll
Control Wiper

Wypall L10 Jumbo
Roll Wipers

Wypall L30 Brag Box Wypall L30 Pop Up
Wipers
Box Wipers

Cloth lifts and traps dirt
from surfaces for fast and
efficient cleaning. No
chemicals required helps
to reduce annual cleaning
cost. Absorbs and retains
up to 8 times its weight in
liquid efficient cleaning.

Cost savings from one-ata-time sheet dispensing.
Reduce waste from
minimised streaming which
increases hygiene level.
HACCP certified wipers
are safe for food contact.
Water resistant dispenser.
Disposable wiper is suitable
for any form of wiping.

Suitable for use in
general manufacturing
areas, automotive plants,
workshops and garages,
mechanical service and
food processing plants.
Solves the problem with
long standing rolls for
general wiping tasks and
single use applications.

Suitable for light duty
clean-ups, janitorial
maintenance wiping,
process line cleaning, tools
clean-ups, hydraulic leak
soakers, conveyor on roller
cleaning and retail store
maintenance cleaning.

Wypall X60 Wipers
Quarter Fold

Wypall X60 Wipers
Roll

Wypall X80 Colour
Coded Wipers

Draeger X-am 2500

Wiper contains no
adhesives or binders,
leaving no streaks behind.

Wipers are reinforced for
extra scrubbing power and
high absorbency. It is so
strong and durable that it
can be used repeatedly. It
contains no adhesives or
binders, leaving no streaks
behind.

Prepping surfaces
with solvents, cleaning
rough surfaces, kitchen
preparation, food
service general cleaning,
healthcare segregation for
hygienic applications and
heavy duty wiping for any
applications, absorbing
more oil and water.

The 1 to 4 gas detector
reliably detects combustible
gases and vapours, as well as
O2, CO, NO2, SO2 and H2S.
Reliable and fully mature
measuring technology,
durable sensors for easy
handling which guarantees
a high degree of safety with
extremely low operating
costs.

Road Hump

Metal Barrier

D&D 03818

Low lint and low
extractables. Gentle texture
will not scratch delicate
surfaces when used wet.
Absorbent, easily wipes up
liquids and dust. Controlled
usage one-at-a-time
dispensing provided by
POP-UP box

Mid cut laced safety shoes

D&D 03838

Kings KWD 807

Mid cut zip safety shoes

Black grain leather slip-on shoe.
Dual density PU outsole with
PU foam insole

Available in 4 colours:
yellow, blue, green and red

Kings KWS 800

RUNO White Shoes

Black grain leather laced shoe.
Single density PU outsole.
EVA insole

White micro-biber. PU outsole.
Steel toe cap.
Size available: 36 to 47

WY-1271

WY-1301

1271 Men boots. White PVC
/ nitrile boots with steel toe
cap

Men inyati boots. Black upper /
Yellow outsole with steel toe cap.

Yellow PVC Boots

1020 Men Duralight Boots

With steel toe cap.
Sizes available: 6 to 12

White PVC boots without steel
toe cap

Safety Convex
Mirror

Triangle Warning
Sign

Offers a lighter weight wiper
at a great everyday price.
With one smooth side and
one textured side. Absorbs as
they clean. High performance
at economical price.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

PROTECTIVE FOOTWEAR
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D&D 09858

PVC Cones | Posts

Traffic Baton
Blinking Light
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